
From: Adam Boyd
To: Planning
Subject: Re: Invalidity Letter for Application 0003/H/24
Date: 22 January 2024 20:49:07
Attachments: New drive with pavement.pdf

85 Main Street driveway.PNG

Dear Kayleigh,

Thank you for your email, I have enclosed the requested below:

1. Please could you provide a dimensioned diagram of the layout of the new drive
indicating
the link across the pavement.

I have enclosed a dimensional diagram of the driveway including the new link across the
pavement.

2. Please could you indicate the surface material that you propose for the drive and if
possible a photo of the material

I have also attached an image of no. 85 East Main Street's driveway, the neighbouring
house, which I am looking to emulate.
The surface material I intend to use is MOT Type 1 which I have also enclosed a photo of.

3. If there is any fencing going to be installed could you describe in reasonable detail its
nature and dimensions

There will be no fencing installed as the driveway sits entirely within the garden
boundaries and as such I will not be altering the existing fencing.

If you have any further queries please do not hesitate to get in touch.

Kind Regards,

Adam

On Thu, Jan 18, 2024 at 10:25 AM <planning@westlothian.gov.uk> wrote:
Please See Attached Thank you for your application. Unfortunately there are some issues
that WLC needs to clarify before it can be registered
. Please find details in the attached letter.
[Cost of Living. 20221208]<https://www.westlothian.gov.uk/costofliving>

This message, together with any attachments, is sent subject to the
following statements:

1.      It is sent in confidence for the addressee only.  It may
        contain legally privileged information.  The contents are 
        not to be disclosed to anyone other than the addressee.  
        Unauthorised recipients are requested to preserve this 
        confidentiality and to advise the sender immediately.
2.      It does not constitute a representation which is legally 
        binding on the Council or which is capable of constituting 
        a contract and may not be founded upon in any proceedings 
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